**Exercise 9**

**Present Tense**

Fill in the spaces with the correct form of the verb in simple present tense.

**Example:** I (play) **play** the guitar.

**Example:** Jessica (play) **plays** the guitar.

1) I (be) ______ sixteen years old.
2) Tommy (live) ______ at 107 Pine Lane.
3) Juana (cook) ______ dinner for her family.
4) They (eat) ______ lunch at 12:00.
5) Nina (take) ______ medicine when she is sick.
6) I (like) ______ chocolate.
7) He (drive) ______ a nice car.
8) We (want) ______ to see a movie tonight.
9) Mr. Anderson (teach) ______ chemistry at Hill High School.
10) They (study) ______ English at school.
11) I (want) ______ to go home now.
12) Bill and Calicia (drive) ______ to the mountains every year.
13) We (eat) ______ pasta once a week.
14) It (snow) ______ here in December.
15) When Dax (take) ______ a shower, he (wash) ______ his hair with shampoo.